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Equipment

Huish Outdoors
acquires Oceanic
and Hollis

Minidive

Get wired

This year’s “mad product” comes
from a French start-up company. The
MiniDive will “make the [sic] shallow
scuba diving accessible to everyone
with maximum safety. For this, we have
[sic] developed products which are more practical and
cheaper than classic scuba diving equipment.” The 0.5liter cylinder can be filled with a hand pump. MiniDive
claims this will last five to 10 minutes at 3m; However, if one
assumes a consumption of 25 liters per minute, it calculates
to a three-minute dive duration. Nothing of merit has been
found about the MiniDive so far. Minidive.com

When it comes to diving a heated device, you have
two options for attaching the appropriate cable(s)
from the battery canister, through the drysuit,
to the heated device. You can attach
your headed device via a dedicated port
installed into your drysuit. Or you can choose
to either replace or augment your current
drysuit inflator valve so that it becomes a
device with two functions. A drysuit inflator and a
headed device port. SI Tech has gone down the
augmentation route with the Atos Cable Entry Port.
This has been designed to work with a SI Tech inflation
valve and comes with an anti-friction washer. Sitech.se

Click in

Finclip has been inspired by functional ski
bindings and has come up with a method of
donning your fins without using your hands.
Finclip states that you should be able to don
your fins on, as easily as you clip your skis
on. The idea is that you fix an L-shaped Finclip
to the base of your fin with a serrated clamp.
This clamp is hinged. Simply slide your foot into
the fin pocket. Your heel pushes down on the
ergonomic heelpiece, activating a “sliding
cursor” that pulls the fin strap into place.
Gimmick? Or useful solution to those who
struggle with donning and doffing
their fins. Only time will tell.
Finclip.cloud
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Apeks MTX-R

Apeks’ latest regulator—
the MTX-R—is based on
the military MTX regulator.
The MTX was designed
to meet the US Navy
NEDU extreme cold
water test, therefore
the rugged looking
MTX-R regulator
performs in almost freezing water at depths
of 60m (196ft) plus. According to Apeks
this is because the first stage design helps to
prevent ice build up around the diaphragm.
The first stage body has been forged in one
piece and comes with two (angled) HP and five LP
ports, which should allow for optimal hose routing.
Apeksdiving.com
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Bob Hollis’ love of diving and his
mechanical aptitude allowed
him to create his own specialized
dive equipment. Forty-five years
on, he has developed his business
into a multibrand company, which
includes Oceanic and Hollis—two
recreational and technical diving
brands recognized throughout the
world.
“Adding Oceanic and Hollis to the
family of Huish Outdoors brands
is an important step for our company,” said Mike Huish, CEO of
Huish Outdoors. “These two industry
brands allow us to offer a complete range of product categories.
We understand that our customers demand the best equipment,
rather than a one-brand approach
to buying all their gear.”
“The Hollis family is excited to
work with Huish Outdoors,” said
Bob Hollis. “We are pleased to be
part of a progressive company
that believes in driving industry participation through product innovation, an approach that I’ve taken
since I first started making dive
equipment.”
Oceanic and Hollis represent
Huish Outdoors’ sixth and seventh
acquisition since 2011, and add
to an impressive portfolio of premier brands in dive equipment:
Atomic Aquatics, BARE, Liquivision,
Sharkskin, Stahlsac and Zeagle. 
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Many diving professionals and
agencies worry that it will make
diving less safe because a certain
amount of cylinder filling will go
“underground” as divers look to
save money on testing.

UK under pressure to test cylinders annually
on social media that divers will buy a
personal compressor to avoid cylinder
testing. This is a typical comment:
“Buy your own compressor—£1,500 outlay but no more testing! (You can do
your own visual if you want). I bought
mine six years ago, perfect air fills every
time, 240 bar, no half fills, no dodgy air,
or waiting for dive shops to open, and I
average 50p per fill costs including twice
yearly servicing the compressor. It’s a nobrainer for me.”

More dangerous

The UK recreational and technical diving industry is continuing to
lobby against a forced change to a proposed ISO cylinder testing
standard.
Text by Rosemary E. Lunn
Photos by IDEST and Rosemary E. Lunn
Historically, the UK cylinder testing
regime for scuba tanks used to be
every two years (visual) and every four
years (hydraulic)—the cylinder is visually tested when it is hydraulically tested.
This changed in September 2002, when
the Inspectorate for Diving Equipment
Servicing and Testing (IDEST) advocated
that the hydraulic test period should
be conducted every 2.5 years and a
hydraulic test conducted every five years
in the United Kingdom. In other words,
the test cycle time was extended!
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Now, the United Kingdom is under pressure to amend this test cycle and bring in
an annual cylinder visual test. However,
the test specifications proposed are a
retrograde step because they are not
as rigorous at the current IDEST 30-month
British visual. What is equally maddening
to the UK diving industry is that there is no
evidence that this change is necessary,
nor that it will proportionally increase
safety. In fact, many diving professionals
and agencies worry that it will make diving less safe because a certain amount
of cylinder filling will go “underground” as
divers look to save money on testing.
There is already anecdotal evidence
EDITORIAL
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The fear is that this new annual standard
will put the divers at risk because there
will be less adherence to the current
inspection and testing regime. Divers
will simply not get their cylinders tested.
No one wants to be around a cylinder
when it fails, and it is possible that when
a cylinder is not inspected for a number
of years, it will fail at some point—be it
at a dive site, on a dive boat or in a car,
when it is being transported.

ISO standard that is being driven by a
number of nations, including those that
primarily dive with aluminium diving cylinders, where there have been issues with
cylinder necks cracking.
So let’s compare the UK IDEST visual test
process against the US process.

In the UK
• The cylinder is logged in on a job
•
•
•

sheet.
The boot and any stickers on the cylinder are removed.
The cylinder is externally assessed for
damage and corrosion.
The cylinder is checked to ensure it is

•
•

•

•

empty. If it is not, any gas is released.
The valve is removed by a special jig
to ensure that it is not damaged.
The stem threads (the part that is
screwed into the cylinder) and the
outlet threads (where you screw your
DIN regulator into the valve) are
cleaned.
Once clean, both the stem and the
outlet threads are checked with a
go gauge. If the go gauge does not
go all the way, then the threads are
inspected to to find out why this could
not happen.
The stem and outlet threads are then
checked with a no go gauge. This
should not go on more than one third

“This is an exercise in making
things more dangerous by trying to
legislate for more safety.”
The proposed ISO annual test is an
international standard and it is being
applied to every cylinder across the
board—from 0.5lt to 120lt—in every industry, from aviation and brewing through
to cryogenics and dive centres. This new
WRECKS
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Checking the
cylinder neck
thread with
a threaded
gauge

IDEST

•

•

on the threads. If it does, there
is a fault with the threads and
they are duly inspected.
In the case that the valve passes the go/no go gauge test it is
then dismantled and put into a
ultrasonic cleaner to clean all
the parts.
The cylinder is placed on a
bench and inspected internally with either a drop light or
a boroscope. If a drop light is
used, then a dentist’s mirror is
used to check the inside of the
shoulder for damage, corrosion, or anything abnormal.
• The valve is washed in
fresh water, dried and
reassembled
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•

•

with new O-rings and white
Teflon rings.
The valve is then screwed into
the cylinder and made “hand
tight.” It is then torqued to the
correct tension.
The cylinder is stamped with
the IDEST Centre’s unique
stamp, including whether it has
been visually or hydro-statically
serviced. It is stickered to show
when it is next due for service.

In the USA

In the States, cylinders are visually inspected only. Whilst the
threads are closely looked at,
they are not physically checked
with go/no go gauges, nor is
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the valve always serviced at this
time. It may be serviced. It may
not be serviced. Unlike the United
Kingdom, there are no set standards for cylinder inspection, other
than that a hydrostatic test must
be conducted every five years.
In other words, in a typical
US visual service, the valve is
whipped off, a technician takes
a look and puts the valve back
in. It is a very basic inspection
and does not remotely compare
with the current safer IDEST visual
inspection.

No evidence

In February, a British Standards
Institute (BSI) meeting was held
in Pretoria, South Africa, to
deal with 130 amendments to
standards. Only 58 standards
were covered, and a follow-up
meeting was scheduled for late
April 2017 (as this issue goes to
press).
   The British Sub Aqua Club
(BSAC) sponsored Gavin
Anthony, a forensic scientist
specialising in the testing of
diving equipment, to attend
this meeting. Anthony was the
only scuba specialist in the
room. He advocated against
this standard, asking for the evidence that shows annual visual
testing will make diving safer.
There has been a lot of talk,
but no solid evidence has been
forthcoming.
The United Kingdom voted
against the standard, but was
outvoted. However, the final con-
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tent of the standard is not yet
fixed and IDEST is still pursuing a
proposed amendment to the recommended interval for internal
visual inspections.
In the meantime, IDEST has
not seen any evidence that
this change is necessary nor
would proportionately increase
safety and so, with the support
of SITA and the UK recreational
and technical diving industry, is
against an increase in the frequency of inspection for diving
cylinders.
And IDEST has got data proving that the 30-month visual
inspection is satisfactory. It has
been monitoring why cylinders
fail. IDEST’s data confirms that a
small percentage of cylinders fail
because of internal and external rusting. However, 75 percent
of failures are caused by thread
issues. Given that 75 percent of
failures are due to thread wear
or damage, what is the logic
of increasing the frequency of
removal and refitting?

Thread gauging

The reason that the UK recreational and technical diving industry
has been safe up until now is that,
thanks to IDEST, there is a thorough periodic internal inspection
regime that encompasses thread
gauging. It stops mismatched
valves and cylinders being dived
(where the valve has one size
thread and the cylinder has a
different-sized thread and an
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untrained person
High Pressure Compressor
Charging Rate: 105 or 140 lt/min
has screwed the
Working Pressure: 225/310 bar
Dimensions (CM): W44 L81 H52
two together).
Weight: 65 kg
And where cylinW32 CANOPY
High Pressure Compressor
ders and valves
Charging Rate: 180, 250 or 300 lt/min
Working Pressure: 225/310 bar
fail the thread
Alkin and Aykom
Dimensions (CM): W70 L100 H130
gauge tests,
Compressor Distributors
Weight: 280, 290 or 300 kg
they are taken
off the market
C & R Testing Ltd
and destroyed.
Unit 1, Owenshaw Mills, Old Cawsey,
Sowerby Bridge, Halifax HX6 2AF
If the use of
Telephone: +44 (0) 1422 410 466 | Email: info@candrtesting.co.uk
thread gauges
Website: www.candrtesting.co.uk
Opening Times: Monday to Friday 9.00 am - 17:00 pm
is not part of a
Saturday and Sunday - Closed
visual inspection, it will cause
issues.
1
28/02/2017 16:59
“You cannot justSCUBA_April17_07_CR_Testing.indd
look at a cylalong
with SITA and IDEST, coninder valve and say, ‘this is ok’,”
tinue to advocate on behalf of
said Tony Marshall of IDEST. “I
UK divers and explore alternatives
can definitely see this having an
to the proposed testing changes.
impact on people coming into
One possible route is via a risk
UK diving… I know I am going to
assessment.
have to start shrinking my cylinder
collection if this comes in,” anoth- Different classifications
er diver said.
Not all pressured cylinders are
treated the same way in the
What happens next?
United States. Diving cylinders are
ISO standard. The adoption of
classed as “sport and recreation.”
the ISO standard is automatiThey are not classed as “comcally undertaken by the countries mercial cylinders.” Therefore the
that signed up to the Vienna
UK recreational diving industry has
Agreement in 1991, and this
been discussing the idea of introincludes the United Kingdom.
ducing a risk assessment alternaConsequently, this would apply
tive for domestic cylinder use with
whether or not the country is in
the UK dive training agencies.
or out of the European Union,
However, divers may have to prebecause the decision to comply
pare for an increase in cylinder
with the Vienna Agreement is one inspection frequency if this is not
made at governmental Ministerial successful.
level.
It is currently anticipated that, if
In the meantime, the whole of
implemented, the cylinder testing
the United Kingdom’s recreational changes could come in as early
and technical diving agencies,
as October 2017. 
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